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ABSTRACT

Phase morphology, slate of compatibility and various properties of blends of

polycarbonate (PC) with bottle-grade and fibre-grade polyethylene terephthal-

ate (BPET and FPET, respectively) were investigated . It was found that these

blends have two-phase separated morphology with partial miscibility.

Scanning electron micrographs revealed separated domains of PC-rich and

PET-rich zones. PC domains appear spherical increasing in size from 2 nrn

for PC20IFPET80 up to about 5 µm for PC60IFPET40 blend . Further increase

in PC content up to 80% caused phase inversion in which FPET appears as

finely dispersed domains in continuous PC matrix . To of PC-rich phase

decreased from 153 ' C for pure PC down to 140 'C for PC20IBPET80 . Similar

trend was observed in PCIFPET blends . Also, To of BPET-rich blend

increases from 90 'C for pure BPET up to 98 'C for PC601BPEf40 . Melting

temperature of PET remains practically unchanged with partial compatibility

of the blends . Tensile modulus, yield strength and impact resistance of the

blends conform to an additive blend properties. Blends show good chemical

resistance properties . Viscosity ratio of PC to PET was about 4 to 6,

suggesting ease at PC/PET processing in manufacturing process.
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INTRODUCTION

	

cause a problem even though they are non-solvents

for the particular resin under consideration . The

Crystalline resins are often blended with amorphous

	

proposed mechanism holds that the chemical agent

resins to improve the chemical resistance of the latter .

	

penetrates and plasticizes the polymer at preferential

This is because glassy polymers will fail at stresses

	

sites of stress concentration, such as surface flaws.

and strains below their normal values in the presence

	

The swelled resin cavitates at the flaw tip and forms a

of chemical environments . Chemicals frequently

	

craze, which then grows into a crack . Crystalline
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resins have much better chemical resistance because
their insoluble nature inhibits the craze initiation and
growth process [1].

The crystalline polymer also reduces the vis-
cosity of the melt, which makes large part fabrication
possible i .e ., provides ease of processing for amor-

phous polymers . On the other hand, amorphous resins
usually improve the toughness and creep resistance of
crystalline polymers, as well as their dimensional
stability and warpage [1-3].

Excellent examples of such alloys are the
blends of polycarbonate (PC) and polyethylene tere-
phthalate (PET). Typical applications are automotive
exteriors, such as bumper covers, for which good
chemical resistance and impact resistance are requir-
ed. Some researchers have reported various aspects of
these blends [4-10] . The results of some of these
reports appear contradictory in some aspects . For

example, a single Tg has been reported for PET/PC
blends that contain up to 25 % PC [4] . Our results
clearly show that PC20/80PET have two distinct Tgs.

In this work we have employed two grades of
polyethylene terephthalate with high and medium
molecular weights in order to shed more light upon
the miscibility and phase morphology of these blends.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials
Polycarbonate was Makrolon 2858 with MFI 10 g 110

min at 300 'C from Bayer Co . Two different grades of
PET were used : (I) Bottle-grade PET (BPET) with
Ma = 26,000 g/mol from

-Mn
ongbu Korea; (2) Fibre-

grade PET (FPET) with M = 15,438 g/mol having
about 4 % of TiO2 as delustrant.

Experimental Procedures
PC and PET pellets were dried at 120 'C for 24 h in
an air-circulating oven prior to blending in a Haake
750 internal mixer with cam blades at 255 'C for

PCIBPET and 265 ' C for PCIFPET blends for 5 min.
These blends were compression-moulded in a press at
170 kg/cm2 and above temperatures to prepare test
specimens . Tensile properties were tested at room

temperature at a rate of 5 mm/min with Instron 6025
tensile tester machine . Notched Izod impact resistance
of the samples was tested at room temperature using a
Zwick 5102 pendulum impact tester . DMTA experi-
ments were carried out with a Polymer Lab instru-
ment at a frequency of 1 Hz and heating rate of 5 'C
from 25 to 200 'C . DSC experiments were performed
at a heating rate of 10 ' C/min from 25 to 280 'C using
a Polymer Lab instrument . A Cambridge S-360 instru-
ment used for scanning electron microscopy.

Chemical resistance of the blends were evalu-
ated at room temperature and exposure time of 168 h
according to ASTM D-543 in the unleaded gasoline,
motor oil and anti-freeze media. These materials were
chosen based on the fact that PC/PET blends are
usually used in automotive bumpers and it is likely
that to be exposed to such chemical materials.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In general, properties of two-component polymer
blends may be described by the following relationship
[11] :

P = PI C T + P2 C? +IP I P2

Where, P is the property value of the blend, P I and P2

are the property values of the isolated polymer
constituents, and C l and C 2 are the concentrations of
the two polymer components . The interaction
coefficient, I, describes the level of synergism, or
thermodynamic compatibility, of the components in

Figure 1 . Tensile modulus and yield strength of PCIBPET

blends.
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Figure 4, SEM Micrograph of PC601FPET40 (x 3000).

the mixture . When I has a positive value (I > 0), the
resulting polymer blend exhibits better property
values than the weighed arithmatic average of the
constituent polymer properties and is termed syner-
gistic. If l - 0, the properties of the combination are
equal to the weighed arithmatic average of the
constituent properties . In this case an additive blend
results . In practice when the properties of the blend
are not lower than the properties of the neat
constituent polymers, the blend is considered as an
additive one i .e ., it is not essential to have exactly a
linear relationship of P P I C !	P2C2 .

Finally when I takes a negative value (1 < 0),
with properties below those predicted by the weighed
arithmatic averages of the components, a non-
synergistic blend would result . In practice a polymer

blend may exhibit synergism in some properties and
additive or non-synergism in its other properties.
Tensile modulus and yield strength properties of the
PCIFPET blends conform somewhat closely to
predicted additive blend properties as depicted in
Figure 1 . Notched Izod impact strength of the
PCIFPET and PC/FPET blends are shown in Figure 2.
The impact strength of these blends appear to be
additive . While impact strength values of PCIFPET
are lower than those of PC/BPET (particularly at PET
contents of above 60 percent), trends of the both
curves are similar. The low value of impact strength
of FPET (40 glm) compared to that of BPET (130
glm) is closely related to the molecular weights of
these polymers . The two-phase morphology of these

Figure 3 . SEM Micrograph of PCB0IFPET20 (x 3000) . Figure 5 . SEM Micrograph of PC40IFPET60 (x 3000).
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blends has been shown in Figures 3-6. Scanning
electron micrographs (Figures 4 -6) clearly reveal the
dispersed PC phase in the matrix FPBT phase . The
average diameters of the PC nearly spherical domains
diminish from about 5 It in PC60/PET40 down to
about 2 p. in PC20/PET80 . The good contrast between
PET and PC phases should arise from the TiO 2
additive in FPET . This is confirmed by the fact that
the contrast between PET and PC phases in BPET is
not enough to distinguish two-separate phases . Of
course, as it will be shown later in this paper,

100

	

1000

	

10000
Shear rate (1Is)

Figure 7 . Viscosity vs . shear rate for PC, BPET and FPET
polymers.

PC To of PC-rich Ta of FPET-rich
(%) phase (C) phase (C)

0 102

20 140 102

40 138 101

60 146 103

80 147 102

100 153

Table 1 . Glass transition temperatures of PC/BPET blends.
PC

	

Ta of PC-rich

	

Ta of BPET-rich
(%)	 phase (C)	 phase (C)

0

	

-

	

90
20

	

140

	

97

40

	

143

	

97

60

	

147

	

98

80

	

149

	

97

	 100	 153	 -

Table 2. Glass transition temperatures of PCIFPET blends.

Table 3 . Melling temperatures of PC/PET blends.
PET To, of PET in Tm of PET in
(%) PC/BPET blends (C) PC/FPET blends (C)

100 251 261

80 250 257

60 251 257

40 253 254

20 254 256

experiments reveal the two-phase nature of PC/BPET.
The finer size of PC domains in PET-rich blend of
PC20/PET80 can be attributed to the partial
miscibility of PC and PET . Above a 20 0.o PC level,
PC domains grow in size until the inversion of the
phases. Morphology of PC80/PET20 in Figure 3 is
different from the morphologies shown in Figures
4-6 . In Figure 3, FPET domain phase is finely
dispersed in PC matrix . The higher impact resistance
of PC80/PET20 blend also confirms it . The average
diameter of PET dispersed phase is about 1 micron.
Thus the point of inversion should occur at a range of
6o % up to 80 % PC . The point of phase inversion can
be predicted by the following relationship [121:

rya
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Figure B. DMTA Storage modulus vs . temperature curves for PCIBPET blends.

Figure 9 . DMTA tan i vs . temperature curves for PCIBPET blends.
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((I)PC/

	

r)(TIPE-r/T IPC) = I

where, 4 is the volume percent and 0 is the viscosity
of the constituent polymers of the blend . The vis-
cosity ratio TIpEr/Tlpc can be predicted from Figure 7.

If the shear values in the internal mixer ranges
from 70 up to 200 s-' , then TIpsr/Tlpc remains nearly
constant at a value of 4 for PC/BPET and 6 for
PC/FPET blends . Melt viscosity of FPET is about 1 .5
times lower than BPET at mid range of shear rates.
Thus the volume fraction of PC at the point of phase
inversion is about 80% for PC/BPET and 85% for
PC/FPET . The corresponding weight percent of PC
at the inversion point will be 78% for PC/BPET and
83% for PC/FPET. These values are calculated by
assuming a density of 1 .2 g/mL for PC and 1 .36
g/mL for PET.

The PC/PET blends exhibit two To in DTMA
thermograms corresponding to two constituent
phases in the blends as shown in Figures 8-9. The
values of these Tg s are depicted at Tables 1 and 2 . Tg
of PC-rich phase reduces from 153 'C for pure PC
down to 140 'C for PC20/BPET80 indicating partial
miscibility of BPET in PC . Similar trend is seen in
PC/FPET blends . Also TB of BPET-rich blend
increases from 90 'C for pure BPET up to 98 'C for
PC60BPET40 and 95 ' C for PC80BPET20. It is
noteworthy that in the latter blend, PC is the
continuous phase. As shown in Table 2, Ts of pure
FPET is higher than pure BPET due to the presence
of TiO2 additive in the former. Also Tg of FPET-rich
phase is practically unchanged with PC content
variation in the blends suggesting a lesser tendency
of PC molecules to diffuse into FPET molecules in
melt state possibly due to a greater difference in melt
viscosity of PC and FPET compare-ed to PC and
BPET .

However, diffusion of FPET molecules into
PC-rich regions reduces Ts of pure PC resulting in
partial miscibility of these blends. Complicating the
issue of partial miscibility is the fact that PET and
PC can undergo transesterification. A group of
researchers have found that transesterification
reactions may occur between PC and PET but they
are very slow, provided that no polymerization

catalyst such as tetrabutyl orthotitanate is present in
the PET [8-10] . Given enough time at temperature
above 240 'C, these reactions will eventually convert
the simple physical blend into a random copolymer
consisting of PC and PET chains . There was no sign
of these copolymers in the DSC thermograms or
FTIR spectra of the blends that we studied in this
work . This was possibly due to deactivation of
polymerization catalyst by the PET supplying
companies and/or short duration of blending in the
mixing process.

Melting temperatures of PC/PET blends
obtained from DSC experiments are shown in Table
3 . As shown, there is effectively no or only slight
change in melting temperature of PET in PC/PET
blends .

Chemical resistance of PC/PET blends was
tested with unleaded gasoline, motor oils and anti-
freeze solutions . It was found that exposure of these
materials on PC/PET blends has no or slight effect
on the blends indicating advantage of blending
crystalline PET with amorphous PC.

CONCLUSION

Blends PC/PET show a phase-separated morphology
in whole range of compositions . It was possible to
demonstrate constituent phase domains for PET/
BPET blends by scanning electron microscopy.
These micrographs suggest a phase inversion point
around 80 % PC content in the blend. This was
supported by viscosity ratio calculations . The
increase in glass transition temperature of PET and
decrease in glass transition temperature of PC
indicated partial miscibility of the constituent
polymers . The extent of shift in Tgs of the two phases
in the blends suggests that miscibility of PET in PC-
rich domain is higher than miscibility of PC in PET-
rich domains. The miscibility of PET in PC-rich
phase increased with increase in PET content.

The partial miscibility improved adhesion at
the interface of the two polymers, resulting in good
mechanical properties . Tensile modulus, yield
strength and impact resistance of PC/BPET blends
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followed approximately an additive rule so that the
values of these properties were between those ofpure

polymers. Chemical resistance of the blends in
gasoline, oil and anti-freeze solutions proved good to
excellent.
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